
VPS PUBLIC SCHOOL:VIJAYAWADA-10 

ENGLISH GRAMMAR TEST 4 

 

CLASS IV KEY 

 

I. Use a reflexive pronoun to complete each blank.         

1. The old man opened the door himself. 

2. She saw  herself  in the mirror. 

3. We enjoyed ourselves in the party. 

4. I hurt myself  while cutting the vegetables. 

5. He often talks to himself in dreams. 

6. My mother herself decorated the whole house. 

II. Underline the adjective in each sentence.       

1. It’s a rainy day. 

2. These are pretty flowers. 

3. Rajesh is my best friend. 

4. The rainbow has seven colours. 

5. He stood under a shady tree. 

6. This is a narrow street. 

III.  Fill in the blanks with the correct form of comparatives.      

1. Raju is the best of all the boys. [ good] 

2. Cartoons are more interesting than movies for children. [intresting] 

3. The lion is the most powerful animal. [powerful] 

4. She keeps her things more carefully than her brother. [carefully] 

5. There is less  truth in this news than in that. [little] 

6. There is less sugar in the coffee than in tea. [little] 
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IV.Complete the sentences using who / which and the clues given in brackets.  

1. Pomegrante is a fruit  which is rich in vitamins   [rich/vitamins] 

2. A scooter is a vehicle  which runs on petrol     [ runs on petrol] 

3. A dictionary is a book which gives meanings   [gives meanings] 

4. Rohith is the boy who won the championship in chess 

     [won the championship in chess] 

5. He is the thief who was caught by the thief.[caught by the police] 

6. She is the woman who helps orphans and old people  

     [helps orphans and old people] 

 

 

CLASS V KEY 

I. Complete the sentences using the correct form of the verb given in capital   letters.                                                                                                                               

1. BUY 

a) My cousin wanted to buy an independent house. 

b) These days, buying a house is really difficult. 

2. PLAN 

a) Raj is planning to learn karate. 

b) He plans/planned to attend the classes regularly. 

3. WALK 

a) Tarun walks two kilometers everyday. 

b) walking is a good exercise. 

II. Mention if the underlined pronoun used is personal, demonstrative, interrogative or reflexive.                                                                                           
1. This is the correct option.                                  demonstrative pronoun    

2. She hurt herself while opening the can.          reflexive pronoun 

3. He is the right candidate.                                   personal pronoun 

4. Who knocked at the door?                                interragative pronoun 

5. We have two puppies at home.                        personal pronoun 

6. He was playing football by himself.                  reflexive pronoun 

III. Fill in with the correct possessive pronoun.                                                          

1. These are my toys. These are mine. 

2. This is his box. This box is his. 
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3. Those gifts belong to Varun. Those are his. 

4. That is their house. That house is theirs. 

5. This school belongs to us. It is ours. 

6. This is her bag. This bag is hers. 

IV. Fill in with the correct form of the verb given in brackets.                                    

1.We  had lived (live) in  Nagpur for two years before we shifted to Delhi. 

2. She said that she had seen (see) the movie. 

3. I left (leave) the station after the train had started. 

4. The student realised that he had forgotten (forget) to bring his pens. 

5. The doctor came (come) after the patient had recovered. 

6. The show had begun before I reached (reach) the theatre. 

V. Combine each pairs of these sentences into one sentence using a participle phrase.                                                                                                                                
1. He picked up his bag. He left immediately. 

Picking up his bag ,he left immediately. 

2. She rushed into the class. She quickly sat down. 

Rushing into the class, she quickly sat down. 

3.  Ashok was trained by his father. He became a famous singer. 

Being trained by his father, ashok became a famous singer. 

Trained by his father,ashok became a famous singer.  

4. The tourists were struck by the beauty of the place. They took many photographs. 

Struck by the beauty of the place, the tourists took many. 

5. Mohan heard the doorbell. He woke up. 

Hearing the door bell, mohan woke up. 

6. We turned left. We reached the park.   

Turning left , we reached the park.         
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CLASS VI KEY 

I. Rewrite the following changing the underlined words into opposite in each of the following 

sentences: 

1. My aunt came from Mumbai. 

My Uncle came from Mumbai 

2. The princess is very handsome. 

The prince is very handsome 

3. Ravi has asked a very intelligent question. 

Ravi has asked a very stupid Question 

4. There are a few apples in the fridge. 

There are many apples in the fridge 

5. I like Suhas because he is very rude. 

I like suhas because he is very polite. 

6. Here the river is very deep. 

Here the river is very shallow. 

 

II .Choose the correct preposition: 

1. They are playing in (on, in, at) the ground. 

2. Please meet me at (over, on, at) 6 o’ clock. 

3. Saturday comes between (between , in , after )Friday and Sunday 

4. The thief jumped over (at, between, over) the wall and ran away. 

5. Mother is cutting vegetables with (with, by, upon) a knife. 

6. ``Don’t step into (on, in, into) my garden `` said the selfish Giant. 

III. Make questions using `do or does`: 

1. Deepthi knows painting. 

A. Does Deepthi Knowns painting? 

2. I like flying like a bird. 

A . Do I like flying like a bird? 

3. We share our eatables with our friends. 

A.  Do we share our eatables with our friends? 

4. She grows roses in her garden. 

A.  Does she grow roses in her garden? 
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5. Amit teaches us maths. 

A.  Does Amit teach us maths? 

6. They eat Chinese dishes.  

A.  Do they est Chinese dishes? 

 

III. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verb given in the brackets: 

1. My friend made (make) a phone call yesterday. 

2. I will be (be) in 7 class next year. 

3. Nithin got (get) the first prize. 

4. The elephant has (have) pillar like legs. 

5. My father leaves (leave) for work at 9 o’ clock every day. 

6. Mohan is my best friend. We help (help) each other. 

 

VI. Match the following: 

1. Scientific study of heavenly bodies            Zoology           (   2    ) 

2. Science of animals                                     Physics             (   5    ) 

3. Science of human mind                             Physiology      (   6    )    

4. Science of substances                                 Psychology      (   3    ) 

5. Science of matter and energy                     Astronomy      (   1    ) 

6. Science of human body                              Chemistry        (   4    ) 

 

V.  Make meaningful sentences. 

1. kind / the /just/is / the king. 

The king in just and Kind. 

2. Spherical/ is /earth / the  

The earth is spherical 
3. healthy habits/ have /should / we  

We should have healthy habits. 

4. give / many things us /trees 

Trees give us many things. 

5. grandfather / with /my /play / I /chess  

I play chess with my grand father. 
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6. late /come /to school /do not 

Do not come late to school. 
 

VI. Complete the sentences by using an adjective formed by adding ful/en/y to the  

     underlined words. 

   1. The rainbow has seven colours. It is very colourful. 

   2. The bird is gold in colour.It has golden feathers. 

   3. Take care of your health. Eat good food to be healthy. 

   4. It rained heavily yesterday. It’s a rainy day. 

   5. Cindrella is known for her beauty. She is very beautiful. 

   6. The old man forgets things always. He is forgetful. 

 
 
 

CLASS VII KEY 

I.  Combine the sentences using to infinitives: 

1.      Tara went out. She wants to buy a book. 

A.      Tara went out to buy a book. 

2.      Mona reads newspaper. She likes to know about the happenings around her. 

A.      Mona reads newspaper to know about the happenings around her. 
3.      They took out a rally. They wanted to protest their displeasure. 

A.      They took out a rally to protest their displeasure. 

4.      Boys went to the hotel. They like to celebrate their victory. 

A.      Boys went to the hotel to celebrate their victory. 
5.      They wanted to enjoy their trip. The tourists visited the incredible view. 

A.      The tourists visited the incredible view to enjoy their trip. 
6.      Jim aimed at the bird. He wanted to shoot. 

A.      Jim aimed at the bird to shoot. 
7.      We went to the river. We wished to go on a boat ride. 

A.     We went to the river to go on a boat ride. 
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8.      Simi worked very hard. She had decided to come first. 

A.      Simi worked very hard to come first. 
9.      They visited the hospital. They wanted to consult the doctor. 

A.      The Visited the hospital to consult the doctor. 
10.  Rosa climbed the stage. She was to receive a prize. 

A.      Rosa climbed the stage to receive a prize. 

II. Join the pair of sentences using relative clause: 

1.      I met Jon. He had just arrived. 

A.      I met jon who had just arrived. 
2.      Renu is very short tempered. She is very cool today. 

A.      Renu, who is very short tempered, is very cool today. 
3.      I found my books. They were lost. 

A.      I found my books which were lost. 
4.      We reached the station in time. It is very far. 

A .     We reached the station, which is very far, in time. 

5.      That is the house. It belongs to my uncle. 

A.      That is the house which belongs to my uncle. 

6.      This is Raj. I gave him a watch. 

A.      This is raj whom I gave a watch. 
7.      I bought a horse. The horse is from Arab. 

A.      I brought a horse which is from Arab. 

8.      You gave me a story book. I have lost it. 

A.      You gave me a story book which I have lost. 
9.      My father is an engineer. He is fifty years old. 

A .     My father, who is fifty years old, is an engineer. 
10.  Simi went to Delhi. She was born there. 

A.      Simi went to Delhi where she was born. 
 

 III. Fill in with suitable prepositions: 

1.      He started at six in the morning. 
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2.      I don’t have a pen to write with. 

3.      He rushed into the conference hall. 

4.      She slept at eight o’ clock. 

5.      He lives in Hyderabad at 48 MG Road. 
6.      The train went through a tunnel. 

IV. Make suitable sentences: 

1.      precious / metals / Gold / and / silver / are 

A.       Gold and silver are precious metals. 
2.      The  / ship / lost / crew / with / its / was 

A.      The ship with its crew was lost. 
3.      not / agree / Fire / water / and / do 

A.      Fire and water do not agree. 
4.      kilometres / ten / a / walk / is / walk 

A.      Ten Kilometres walks is a walk. 
 

CLASS VIII KEY 

I Change the following sentences to Indirect speech:                

 1. The teacher said, “Where did you go yesterday?” 

  The teacher asked where I had gone the previous day. 
 2. Lalitha’s father said to her, “When are you going to college?” 

  Lalitha’s father asked her when she was going to college. 
 3. Aman asked Suresh,” Where does your brother live?”  

  Aman asked suresh where his brother lived /would live. 
 4. She asked me, “What is your name?” 

  She asked me what my name was. 
 5. The man said to us, “How can I send this message?” 

  The man asked us how he could send that message. 
 6 “Can you give a lift to the college?” said Ashok. 

  Ashok said if I could give a lift to the college. 
 7. “Are you reporting this matter to the Principal?” Seema said. 

  Seema said if I/he/sha was reporting that mathes to the Principal. 
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 8.  “Will you join with me?” my friend said to me. 

   My friend asked me if I would join with him. 
 9. The teacher said, “Have you shown the homework to me?” 

   The teacher said if I had shown the homework to him. 
10. My mother said to me, “Does Meera drink tea?”  

  My mother asked me If meera would drink tea/drank tea 
 

  II. Fill in the blanks with suitable articles and determiners:        

We wandered through the garden. We stopped at every tree and looked  

up at the men who had climbed it. They were the sign of our final defeat. There were lots of 

cherries scattered under each tree . When my younger sister bent down to pick up a few /some , 

my younger brother snatched them from her hand, threw them away and said, “Don’t you 

remember what our 

 elder sister had told us?” No one will eat a single cherry. 

III. Correct the following sentences:               

1. They have closed the shop yesterday. 

      They Closed the shop yeaterday 

2. We just have bought a Maruti. 

       We have just bought a Maruti. 
3. He came here by foot. 

He came here on foot. 
4. You cannot pass unless you do not work hard. 

You cannot pass unless you work hard. 

 

5. Giraffe is a largest animal. 

Giraffe is the largest animal. 
6. Qutub Minar is tallest than Charminar. 

Qutub Minar is taller then Charminar. 

7. Have you ever been to cinema yesterday? 

         Have you ever been to cinema before/Did you go to cinema yeaterday. 
8. It may rain on any time. 

  It may rain any time. 
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9. All of us and our friends is going for a picnic. 

All of us and our friends are going for a picnic. 
10. She is the beautiful girl. 

She is a beautiful girl 
IV. Supply suitable degree of adjective from the word given :            

1. Venkat is as bold as vikas.(bold) 

2. Platinum is one of the most expensive metals. (expensive) 

3. My house is more spacious than yours. (spacious) 

4. The rose is the prettiestflower. (pretty) 

5. Bulbul is worse  than Bhuvan. ( bad) 

 
CLASS IX KEY 

I. Complete  the  passage—            

Mount  Everest  is [ a/  an  /the  /much ] the highest mountain in the world. It  is  a part of the 

Himalayas, on [-into-,-in, on , at]the frontier  of Nepal and Tibet. The mountain  peak  rises  to  

almost  9 kilometers above [around, above, in ,upon] sea level. Little was [is, was, were, are] 

known about the great  mountain till 1921.Even  till [up  to, till, from ,since ]1951 a side  of the 

mountain was completely [completely, complete, completed  completes ] unexplored  

II. Use  notes to complete a paragraph------          

Gourou 

s/o Praveen ----broke desk andswitch board in the  class room---heavy fine 

father to meet Principalon August 11 am----confirm meeting 

Dear Mr Praveen  

I am sorry to  inform you that [a] Your son Praveen broke desk and switch board. 

This is very  disturbing and I regard this  as a matter of  serious concern. I would  like to request 

you  to[b] Meet the Prinicipal on August at 11 am.Please[c] Confirm your time of meeting.You  

are also-[d] requested  to pay for the  

damage caused  

 III.Complete the conversation               

Vivek---I have not been well for the last few days 

Doctor   What is your problem? 
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Vivek----I  feel lethargic and I have also  lost my  appetite. 

Doctor   Do you exercise? 

Vivek—I don’t get   the time to exercise. 

Doctor  You must exercise and change your diet. 

Vivek----I  will try  and  change my diet and  find  time to go for a walk  every day. 

Doctor  Be positive in your attitude / or any suitable. 

Vivek------Thank you. 

IV. Rearrange the   following into sentences.      

Rubout/because/rubber/its name/ got/ it could /pencil/ marks 

Rubber got its name as it could rubout pencil marks. 

Stretch/ and/ rubber /can / bounce 

Rubber can stretch and bounce. 

Rubber /used /earlier / to/come // all/ /trees /from 

All Rubber used to come from trees earlier 

Made /now / from / it / oil / is /  or /gas 

It is now made from oil or gas 

lot/ of a/ rubber /natural / is /used  /still 

Still a lot of natural rubber is used 

V.Edit  the passage---             

Hemophilia are one of the several         a  is 

Genetic disorders  which effect                b effects 

Only males .This is an disorder that is         c    a 

Causing by a defective gene of the x- chromo some.    d caused 

 As a result, blood do not clot and there is a     e  does 

 risk  for   heavy bleeding even from  minor cuts       f  of 

 and injuries. Those suffering from these        g  this 

   disease has  to be  very careful while            h  have 

   working, travelling and  playing. 
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6.  Change the sentences  into reported speech          

 

1. Jia says, “ Mangoes are the best .” 

Jia says that mangoes are the best. 

2. Renuka said , “ I wake up  early.’’ 

Renuka told that she would wake up early. 

3. “I know you are  doing well’.Ravi said. 

Ravi told that he knew that he was doing well. 
4. My friend said , “Please help  me.’’ 

My friend requested me to help him. 

5. I said ,"Meera, will you  help me ?’’ 

I asked Meera if she would help me. 
6.  Rekha said,   ‘’May  God help  you .’’ 

Rekha wished /prayed that God would help her. 
7. “How  did you  perform  in the interview ?,’’ I  said to  Sita. ’ 

I asked site how she had performed in the interview. 

 

 

CLASS X KEY 
 

1. Fill in the blanks with one word only:       

    Spending time with their kids brings immediate as well as long term gains to fathers. Children of 

an involved dad are/become more popular get on better with their peers and are more emphatic 

according to a research published by a Canadian study. Today, thanks to modern technology, 

fathers can spend more time with their children. 

 

2. Edit the following passage:         

 The naturalist had been venturing in the jungles   (a) into 

for long time, warnings from colleagues not   (b) of 

withstanding. But he ensures that his team    (c) ensured 

would abide to his regulations strictly, lest    (d) by 

they will land themselves in hazardous    (e) should 

situations. Many a times his jungle sense    (f) time 
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which was superior than that of his team    (g) to 

members, proved its worth by preventing    (h) In 

disasters.  

 

3. In the following paragraph one word has been omitted from each line. Write the  

    omitted word along with the word that precedes and follows it:   

  The excitement of entering \new millennium is still fresh   (a) a 

   in our minds. Many of us\ lived in the seventies and    (b) who  

   eihties and nineties, were briefly confronted by\ famous   (c) the 

Y2K problem which seemingly threatened to\ mankind   (d) push/send/move 

back \the stone age, passed off just as a damp squib. There  (e) to 

remains an unresolved issue, however. What\ we call this   (f) should 

decade? One option\ was seriously suggested in the Usenet  (g) which 

forum.usage.english was rather\ odd-sounding ‘oughts’   (h) an 

one form of ‘nought’. 

4. Rearrange the following into meaningful sentences:     

(a) Rajasthan / Bharatpur National Park / located / is / in 

     Bharatpur National Park is located in Rajasthan.  

(b) by / vegetation / 29sq km/ surrounded/ it/ and/is/area of/ an/covers 

It covers an area of 19 sq Km and is surrounded by vegetation. 

 (c) it / thousands / attracts / of / every year / migratory birds 

It attracts thousands of migratory birds every year. 

 (d) haven / for / this / is / a/ these / place / birds 

This place is a haven for these birds. 

  

 

 VI. Complete the headlines:         

 Picasso painting sets new auction record 

A rarely seen Pablo Picasso painting sold for Rs.478.55 crores at an auction on Tuesday night, a 

new world record. 

1. IIT Bombay alumnus first Indian origin Harvard Dean 

Professor Nitin Nohria, an alumnus of the IIT Bombay, has been named the  

      first Indian-American dean of the prestigious Harvard Business School. 
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3. Government revises visa rules to tourists 

    The union ministry of home affairs has revised the tourist visa guidelines. 
4. SC bans narco, brain mapping and lie detector test 

    The Supreme Court on Wednesday said no to forced narco-analysis, 

     polygraph and brain mapping tests. 

 VII. Change the following into reported speech:       

1. He said, “I am going to Delhi next week.” 

    He said that he was going to Delhi the followingweek. 

2. The servant said,” I have prepared the dinner.” 

   The servant said that he had prepared the dinner. 

3. I asked her, “Have you found my bag?” 

   I asked her if I she had found my bag. 

4. He said to her, “Where are you going?” 

   He asked her where she was going 

5. The manager asked the young man, “Are you ready to join duty immediately?” 

   The manager asked the young man If he was ready to join 

 6. The teacher said to her, “Do not read so fast.” 

    The teacher advised her Not to read so fast 

7. Rita told me, “I have been living in this city for many years.” 

   Rita told me, she had been living 

8. Saif said, “This is my problem and I will handle it.” 

    Saif said, that was his problem and he would handle it. 

9. The patient told the doctor, “I have come to you as my last hope.” 

    The patient told the doctor,, He had come to him. 

10. Soni said to her father, “Where will we go on vacation this year?” 

    Soni said to her father ,Where they would go 
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